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Advances in integrating structure and reaction theory
A. Arcones et al. / Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 94 (2017) 1–67

(Mostly) light nuclei:
Successful ab initio reaction descriptions
•

Treat structure and reactions simultaneously

•

State-of-the-art NN+3N nuclear interactions

•

Computationally challenging

•

Restricted to selected area(s) of nuclear
chart

Medium-mass and heavy nuclei:
Much progress

Fig. 2. Schematic outline of the various nuclear reaction sequences in astrophysical environments (colored lines) on the chart of nuclides. Stable isotop
are marked as black squares. A broad range of nuclei are produced in astrophysical environments. The FRIB radioactive beam facility will provide acce
to the unstable nuclei that participate in many astrophysical processes, most of which have never been observed in a laboratory. Stable, gamma, a
neutron beam facilities are needed to measure reactions with stable nuclei in stellar burning and the s-process. Note that many of these processes su
as the ⌫ p-process, supernova core processes, and neutron star processes have only been identified in the last decade and are not well understood. T
recently discovered i-process operates parallel to the s-process a few mass units towards the neutron rich side and is not yet included in this figure. (F
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Source: Figure from Frank Timmes.

s-process nuclei serve as seeds for the p-process, the nucleosynthetic outcome of the p-process. Of similar importance a
the neutron capture rates on abundant nuclides that absorb neutrons, so called neutron poisons. During advanced burnin
stages and during explosive nuclear burning triggered by the shock wave passing through the star when it explodes as
supernova, proton, neutron, and ↵ induced reactions on heavier stable and unstable nuclei become important.
Masses, -decay properties, and neutron capture rates on hundreds of unstable nuclei are critical for modeling variou
r-processes and the i-process. In the case of the r-process, the nuclei are very far from stability (see Fig. 4) and many hav
not yet been produced in laboratories to date. Nevertheless, progress has been made. A wide range of mass measuremen
for increasingly unstable nuclei have been successfully carried out using time-of-flight and Penning trap techniques.
decay measurements now reach beyond the N = 50 shell in the Ga–Ge region covering the beginning of the r-process, an
similar measurements at RIKEN are now verging on the r-process waiting points in the Rb–Zr region. FRIB will be essential
expanding the reach of r-process experiments to cover a significant portion of the r-process path (see Section 3.2). Neutrin
interactions play an important role in the r-process and can also produce some rare isotopes in the so called ⌫ -process.
For the recently discovered i-process, a neutron capture process with time scales intermediate to the s- and r-proces
the critical nuclei are close to stability. However, accurate neutron capture rates are needed, which are very difficult
determine experimentally for unstable nuclei. Techniques to carry out such measurements, such as the surrogate approac
using (d, p) and other transfer reactions, are critical. Pioneering measurements have been carried out, for example in th
132
Sn region. Promising progress has also been made in utilizing inverse photodissociation or Coulomb breakup process
as in the case of 60 Fe, but all these techniquesNunes
need to be
further
through experimental
and
theoretical wor
et developed
al, Topical
Collaboration
TORUS
(2015)
-decay, proton capture, (p, ↵ ), and (n, p) reactions on unstable neutron-deficient nuclei need to be understood for mode
of the ⌫ p-process as well as nucleosynthesis in nova explosions.
p-process models require reliable ( , n), ( , p), and ( , ↵ ) reactions on 100s of stable and unstable neutron-deficie
nuclei. The need for experimental data is underlined by findings of large discrepancies between statistical model prediction

•

Reduction to few-body problems with
effective interactions

•

Reaction mechanisms: transfer, inelastic
scattering, breakup

•

Higher-order processes: multi-step, coupledchannels, breakup-fusion, etc.

•

Integrate nuclear-structure description
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Arcones et al, PPNP 94, (2017)
Quaglioni, EPJ 133, 103738
(2018)

Advances in integrating structure and reaction theory
Nuclear structure for medium-mass and
heavy nuclei: DFT and beyond
•

Sophisticated microscopic approaches:
QPA, (Q)RPA, RRPA, etc.

•

Interactions constrained by data and/or
theory

•

Deformation, higher-order effects

•

Computationally challenging, innovative
approximations

Martini et al, PRC 94, 14304 (2016)

Importance for reactions
•

Structure inputs for statistical reactions:
gamma-ray strength functions

•

Integrated into reaction framework
•

Reaction cross sections

•

Elastic scattering

•

Inelastic scattering
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Nobre et al, PRC 84, 064609 (2011)

Dupuis et al,
PRC 100, 044607 (2019)

Opportunities with inelastic scattering

Novel excitations in n-rich nuclei?
• Dipole resonances: GDR, PDR
• Quadrupole resonances
• Octupole states
• Exotic modes

Savran et al,
PLB 786, 16
(2018)

Tools for exploration
• Inelastic scattering with p, d, a
particles,…
• Coincidence measurements of
particles with g decays, e.g. (a,a’g)
Bracco et al, PPNP
106, 360 (2019)
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Towards optical-model potentials for nuclei far from stability
Phenomenological optical model potentials
•

Indispensable in foreseeable future

•

Useful and successful

•

Caveats:

•

•

Single-channel effective interaction

•

Range of validity (Z,N,E)

•

Restricted potential forms

Mahzoon et al, PRL 119, 222503 (2017)

Improvements: dispersive, N-Z asymmetry,
non-local, quantified uncertainties

Microscopic optical potentials
•

Predictive OMPs as touch stones for
phenomenological forms

•

Multiple microscopic approaches, based on
successful structure approaches

•

Challenges: limited applicability, accuracy,
imaginary part

Arellano & Blanchon, PRC 98, 054616 (2018)
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Opportunities for impact on optical-model potentials

Constraining optical model potentials
•

Need: Data, data, data!

•

Also: Uncertainties!

•

Obvious: Elastic scattering angular
distributions, analyzing powers,
reaction and total cross sections
-> non-trivial

•

Other: bound-state information, singleparticle energies, resonance
parameters, nuclear radii, charge
distributions

A. Arcones et al. / Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 94 (2017) 1–67

Arcones et al, PPNP 94, (2017)

Fig. 2. Schematic outline of the various nuclear reaction sequences in astrophysical environments (colored lines) on the chart of nuclides. Stable isoto
are marked as black squares. A broad range of nuclei are produced in astrophysical environments. The FRIB radioactive beam facility will provide ac
to the unstable nuclei that participate in many astrophysical processes, most of which have never been observed in a laboratory. Stable, gamma,
neutron beam facilities are needed to measure reactions with stable nuclei in stellar burning and the s-process. Note that many of these processes s
as the ⌫ p-process, supernova core processes, and neutron star processes have only been identified in the last decade and are not well understood.
recently discovered i-process operates parallel to the s-process a few mass units towards the neutron rich side and is not yet included in this figure.
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Source: Figure from Frank Timmes.

s-process nuclei serve as seeds for the p-process, the nucleosynthetic outcome of the p-process. Of similar importance
the neutron capture rates on abundant nuclides that absorb neutrons, so called neutron poisons. During advanced burn
stages and during explosive nuclear burning triggered by the shock wave passing through the star when it explodes a
supernova, proton, neutron, and ↵ induced reactions on heavier stable and unstable nuclei become important.
Masses, -decay properties, and neutron capture rates on hundreds of unstable nuclei are critical for modeling vario
r-processes and the i-process. In the case of the r-process, the nuclei are very far from stability (see Fig. 4) and many ha
not yet been produced in laboratories to date. Nevertheless, progress has been made. A wide range of mass measureme
for increasingly unstable nuclei have been successfully carried out using time-of-flight and Penning trap techniques.
decay measurements now reach beyond the N = 50 shell in the Ga–Ge region covering the beginning of the r-process, a
similar measurements at RIKEN are now verging on the r-process waiting points in the Rb–Zr region. FRIB will be essentia
expanding the reach of r-process experiments to cover a significant portion of the r-process path (see Section 3.2). Neutr

We have NO DATA for r-process nuclei!
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Indirect approach: the surrogate reaction method
354

Jutta E. Escher et al.: Compound-nuclear reaction cross sections from . . .

chart, taking
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To overcome these limitations, several indirect methods
• Model
spreading
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excitedsuch
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beenthe
employed
in recent of
years.
Approaches
as the
ANC (asymptotic normalization coefficient) method (Xu
• Approximations
et al., 1994; Azhari et al., 1999; Gagliardi et al., 1999;
Mukhamedzhanov, Gagliardi, and Tribble, 2001; Timofeyuk,
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Escher et al, RMP 84 (2012) 353
FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic representation of the desired (top)
and surrogate (bottom) reaction mechanisms. The basic idea of the
surrogate approach is to replace the first step of the desired reaction,
a þ A, by an alternative (surrogate) reaction, d þ D ! b þ B$ , that is
experimentally easier to access yet populates the same compound
nucleus. The subsequent decay of the compound nucleus into the
relevant channel, c þ C, can then be measured and used to extract the
desired cross section. Three typical decay channels are shown here:
neutron evaporation, fission, and ! emission.

Opportunity: Inelastic scattering
or transfer reactions in inverse
kinematics

Capture cross sections from surrogate data & theory
CN
populated

CN
reached by
n emission

Surrogate
(p,d) reaction

p

n
n+90Zr

d

92Zr

Sn

g

Hauser-Feshbach description of “desired” CN
reaction

s(n,g) = SJ,p sn+targetCN (E,J,p) . GCNg(E,J,p)
A Surrogate experiment gives

P(p,dg) (E) = SJ,p F(p,d)CN(E,J,p).GCNg(E,J,p)

Eex

91Zr

Theory challenge: Turn measurement into cross section
1. Use theory to describe Surrogate reaction, predict F(p,d)CN
2. Develop rough decay model GCNg
3. Fit uncertain parameters in GCNg to reproduce P(p,dg)
4. Use best-fit parameters to calculate desired s(n,g)
Result: Experimentally constrained cross section calculation.
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again, restrict our fit to data around the separation energy
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Capture cross sections from surrogate data & theory

Fission properties from surrogate reactions
Describing fission
•

Challenges theory (and experiment)!

•

Descriptions range from
phenomenological to microscopic

•

Lots of data needed to provide
constraints

Fission barriers from surrogate data
Back, EPJConf. 232, 03002 (2020)

Schematic view of fission

Fragment mass distributions
Chiba et al, NDS 119, 229 (2014)

Surrogate fission measurements
•

Observe fission properties in coincidence
with surrogate ejectile

•

Control over energy of fissioning
nucleus, including sub-threshold

•

Multiple surrogate reactions in one
experiment

•

Build on experience with stable-beam
measurements

J.E. Escher, LLNL - FRIB Day 1 – 5/8/2020

237

Pu(n,f) from surrogate measurement
Huges et al, PRC 90, 014304 (2014)

Opportunities for surrogate reaction measurements
Capture rates
•

Need coincidence data for transfer
reactions or inelastic scattering with
observable indicating gamma decay
channel: discrete g transitions or total
g probability

•

Transfer/scattering observables to test
the reaction theory

•

Benchmarks where possible

•

Data to constrain optical potentials

Year-1 predicted FRIB rates
and significance for surrogate
(n,g) measurements.

Fission properties (Forward-looking)
•
•

Revisit prior work on surrogate
reactions for fission

A. Ratkiewicz (LLNL) and LISE++

Develop updated program for FRIB

Excellent opportunities for measurements with
SOLARIS in Si-array and AT-TPC modes!
J.E. Escher, LLNL - FRIB Day 1 – 5/8/2020

Cr
Evaluation of Neutron Reactions. . .

NUCLEAR DATA SHEETS

0.5

Phillip G. Young et al.
0.0
6

The various evaluations are reasonably consistent over
Neutron Energy (MeV)
Evaluated
data and cross section predictions are Incident
critical
most of the 0-30 MeV energy interval, except for the
lower and higher energies.
to national security, energy and astrophysics applications
U delayed neutron multiplicity and spectra

Reaction dataNewmust
be evaluated
for
delayed neutron
multiplicities and decay
constants are included in the ENDF/B-VII evaluation. The
use in applications
methodology followed for the evaluations is described in
Sec. II.B.5. The spectra for the delayed neutrons were
adopted from ENDF/B-VI.8.

• Central tool: Extended statistical
reaction reaction
framework
15. Energy
release from fission of
U
• Uses diverse
of structure
& release
Similarmix
to our n+
U evaluation, the energy
data from fission was modified on the basis of the new
Madland analysis [159]. That is, the average total fisreaction models

10

10
10
10

1

0

Cross Section (b/MeV)

Correlated reaction channels
Correlations across isotopes
No optimal combination of models
No model uncertainties
H. n+ U evaluation
Large parameter spaces
1.
U summary
Data do not
give unique constraints
No previous evaluation of n+ U reactions existed in
the ENDF/B, JEFF, or JENDL databases prior to the
to disentangle
inputs
issuing of our
ENDF/B-VII evaluation. This evaluation

10

1

10

-1

-2

239

covers the energy range from 10−5 eV to 30 MeV. Some
key features of the evaluation are:

Additional challenges for predictions

scribed in Section II was utilized in obtaining all
• Lack of constraints
n+ U cross sections.
• Extrapolation
models coupled-channel optical
b The of
isospin-dependent
a The systematic analysis of uranium isotopes de239

model potential given in Table II [3] was used to
calculate the neutron total cross section, elastic and
inelastic scattering cross sections, elastic scattering
angular distributions, and reaction cross sections,
as well as transmission coeﬃcients for the reaction
theory calculations.

J.E. Escher, LLNL - FRIBc Day
1 – 5/8/2020
The surrogate
data of Younes and Britt

[232] were
utilized in our evaluation of the 239 U(n,f) cross sec-
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Challenges for reaction evaluations

U+n Neutron Emission
En=4.25 MeV

0

238

sion product kinetic energy and the average total prompt
fission gamma-ray energy were taken from the Madland
analysis. The average total prompt fission neutron kinetic energy was obtained from our ENDF/B-VII evaluated fission neutron spectra and prompt neutron nubar,
and the remaining smaller contributions from delayed
neutrons, gammas, betas, and neutrinos were carried
over from the ENDF/B-VI.8 evaluation. The Q-value
for the 238 U(n,f) reaction was changed from 198.06 MeV
to 198.032 MeV to maintain consistency with these new
energy release values.
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FIG. 85: Comparison of angle-integrated neutron emission
spectra calculated from evaluations with measurementsFIG.
of 12: Measured and calculated
from 10 keV to 20 MeV.
Baba et al. and Matsuyama et al. at En =4.25, 6.10, 18.0
MeV.
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Significant progress in recent years, but work remains…
Level Density from AFMC

Progress in improving reaction framework
• Structure: phenomenological models
complemented by microscopic theories
• Reaction mechanisms are being revisited
(e.g. pre-equilibrium)

Progress in quantifying uncertainties
• From fitting visually to minimizing c2 to
Bayesian approaches
• Importance of covariances recognized

Predictions - extrapolations are problematic
• Models are extrapolated to regions where
they have not been validated

J.E. Escher, LLNL - FRIB Day 1 – 5/8/2020

Alhassid, in: Emergent phenomena in Atomic Nuclei (2017)

Gamma Strength from CRPA

Daoutidis
(2012)

Opportunities for improving evaluated data
Challenges
•
•

Where do we get all the data?
Uncertainties: quantified,
carefully described, as
complete as possible

Synergy
•
•
•

Basic and applied science
have overlapping needs
Robust science-based nuclear
data evaluations benefit both
Extra effort/expense an
investment into future uses

J.E. Escher, LLNL - FRIB Day 1 – 5/8/2020

A message from the FRIB-TA Executive Board
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Thank you!
Jutta Escher, escher1@lln.gov
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PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 121, 052501 (2018)

Surrogates

1970s
First applications – (n,f)
• Limited precision
• Roughly reproduced
benchmarks

2000s
Modern approaches
applied to (n,f)

2018/19
Cross sections for (n,g)
agree with benchmarks

237U(n,f)

Escher et al, PRL 121 (2018) 025501
Burke et
al., PRC 73,
054604
FIG. 5. Results for Zr. (a)–(e) Coincidence
probabilities
used
in the (2006)
fit. (f) The extracted 90Zrðn;
γÞ cross section is compared to direct
measurements and several evaluations [25,62–65]. The Forssen calculation used D0 and hΓγ i data, which are typically used—along with
233U(n,f)
cross section data–to constrain (n, γ) calculations. TENDL (shown
with hatched uncertainty 95
band)
and ENDF introduced further
Mo(n,g)
adjustments to agree more closely with the direct data.
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